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Abstract
This paper attempts a preliminary analysis of the global desirability of different forms of openness in AI development (includ-
ing openness about source code, science, data, safety techniques, capabilities, and goals). Short-term impacts of increased
openness appear mostly socially beneficial in expectation. The strategic implications of medium and long-term impacts are
complex. The evaluation of long-term impacts, in particular, may depend on whether the objective is to benefit the present
generation or to promote a time-neutral aggregate of well-being of future generations. Some forms of openness are plausibly
positive on both counts (openness about safety measures, openness about goals). Others (openness about source code,
science, and possibly capability) could lead to a tightening of the competitive situation around the time of the introduction of
advanced AI, increasing the probability that winning the AI race is incompatible with using any safety method that incurs a
delay or limits performance. We identify several key factors that must be taken into account by any well-founded opinion on
the matter.

Policy Implications
• The global desirability of openness in AI development – sharing e.g. source code, algorithms, or scientific insights –

depends – on complex tradeoffs.
• A central concern is that openness could exacerbate a racing dynamic: competitors trying to be the first to develop

advanced (superintelligent) AI may accept higher levels of existential risk in order to accelerate progress.
• Openness may reduce the probability of AI benefits being monopolized by a small group, but other potential political con-

sequences are more problematic.
• Partial openness that enables outsiders to contribute to an AI project’s safety work and to supervise organizational plans

and goals appears desirable.

The goal of this paper is to conduct a preliminary analysis
of the long-term strategic implications of openness in AI
development. What effects would increased openness in AI
development have, on the margin, on the long-term impacts
of AI? Is the expected value for society of these effects posi-
tive or negative? Since it is typically impossible to provide
definitive answers to this type of question, our ambition
here is more modest: to introduce some relevant considera-
tions and develop some thoughts on their weight and plau-
sibility. Given recent interest in the topic of openness in AI
and the absence (to our knowledge) of any academic work
directly addressing this issue, even this modest ambition
would offer scope for a worthwhile contribution.

Openness in AI development can refer to various things.
For example, we could use this phrase to refer to open
source code, open science, open data, or to openness
about safety techniques, capabilities, and organizational
goals, or to a non-proprietary development regime gener-
ally. We will have something to say about each of those
different aspects of openness – they do not all have the
same strategic implications. But unless we specify

otherwise, we will use the shorthand ‘openness’ to refer to
the practice of releasing into the public domain (continu-
ously and as promptly as is practicable) all relevant source
code and platforms and publishing freely about algorithms
and scientific insights and ideas gained in the course of
the research.
Currently, most leading AI developers operate with a high

but not maximal degree of openness. AI researchers at Goo-
gle, Facebook, Microsoft and Baidu regularly present their
latest work at technical conferences and post it on preprint
servers. So do researchers in academia. Sometimes, but not
always, these publications are accompanied by a release of
source code, which makes it easier for outside researchers
to replicate the work and build on it. Each of the aforemen-
tioned companies have developed and released under open
source licences source code for platforms that help
researchers (and students and other interested folk) imple-
ment machine learning architectures. The movement of staff
and interns is another important vector for the spread of
ideas. The recently announced OpenAI initiative even has
openness explicitly built into its brand identity.
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Many other companies are more secretive or proprietary,
particularly ones whose AI work is more application-
oriented. Even the most open of the current large efforts is
not maximally open. A higher degree of openness could be
achieved, for instance, through always-on webcams and
microphones in the lab, so that outsiders could eavesdrop
on research conversations and management meetings or
even actively participate as new ideas are being proposed
and discussed. Or a lab could hire out employees as consul-
tants to help other groups working on similar problems.
Openness is thus not a binary variable, but a vector with
multiple dimensions that each admits of degrees.

Short and medium-term impacts

Although the main focus of this paper is on the long-term,
we will set the stage by first discussing some short and
medium-term implications. This will help us see how the
long-term is different. It can also help us understand the
behaviour of actors who either do not care about the long-
term or are instrumentally constrained by short and med-
ium-term considerations.

The issue of the short and near-term desirability of open-
ness can be roughly decomposed into two questions: (1)
Does openness lead to faster AI development and deploy-
ment? (2) Is faster AI development and deployment desir-
able? Let us examine these in turn.

Does openness lead to faster AI development and
deployment?

For the short-term, the case appears relatively straightfor-
ward. The main short-term effect of opening existing AI
research (e.g. by open-sourcing code and placing related
intellectual property into the public domain) would be to
hasten the diffusion and application of current state-of-the-
art techniques. Software and knowledge about algorithms
are non-rival goods. Making them freely available would
enable more people to use them, at low marginal cost. The
effect would be small, since so much is already in the public
domain, but positive.

For the medium-term, the case is more complicated. If we
conceive of the medium-term as a period that is long
enough to allow for significant new research to take place
and to be developed to the point of practical application,
then we must take into account the dynamic effects of open-
ness. In particular, we must consider the impact of openness
on incentives to invest in R&D. We may also need to take
into account other indirect effects, such as impacts on mar-
ket structure (Casadesus-Masanell and Ghemawat, 2003).

Consider first the imposition of a general rule – it could
be a change in intellectual property law, a regulatory
requirement, or a cultural norm – that pushes AI developers
towards greater openness. We might then expect the short-
term benefits described above. But there is also tradition in
economic thought, harkening back to Joseph Schumpeter
(1942), which points to a tradeoff between static and
dynamic efficiency. Basic ideas are public goods; and in the

absence of (some degree of) monopoly positioning or mar-
ket power, a firm is unable to appropriate the value of the
new ideas it originates (Arrow, 1962; Shell, 1966, 1967). From
this perspective, monopoly rents, while they reduce static
efficiency and welfare in the short run, provide incentives
for innovation that can improve dynamic efficiency and wel-
fare over a longer period. Consequently, a rule that makes it
harder for a developer to earn monopoly rents from the
ideas it generates (for instance a rule that discourages the
use of trade secrecy or patents) could have a negative med-
ium-term impact on the speed of AI development and
deployment.
Not all economic incentives for innovation would disap-

pear in an open non-proprietary innovation regime (See e.g.
Boldrin and Levine, 2008). One reason firms engage in open
non-proprietary R&D is to build ‘absorptive capacity’: con-
ducting original research as a means of building skill and
keeping up with the state-of-the-art (Cohen and Levinthal,
1989; Griffith et al., 2004). Another reason is that copying
and implementing an idea takes time and effort, so the orig-
inator of a new idea may enjoy a period of effective mono-
poly even if the idea is freely communicated and no legal
barrier prevents others from adopting it. Even a brief period
of exclusive possession of an idea can enable its originator
to profit by trading on insider knowledge (e.g. by being first
to know that a new market-impacting technology has now
become feasible) (Hirshleifer, 1971). Another incentive for
innovation in the open non-proprietary regime is that the
originator of an idea may profit from owning a complemen-
tary asset whose value is increased by the new idea.1 For
example, a mining company that develops a new technique
to exploit some of its previously inaccessible ore deposits
may derive some profit from its invention even if other min-
ing companies are free to copy the technique (though typi-
cally less than if its competitors had to pay licence fees).
Similarly, a software firm might choose to give away its soft-
ware gratis in order to increase demand for consulting ser-
vices and technical support (which the firm, having written
the software, is in a strong position to supply).
Furthermore, in the open source software sector, signifi-

cant contributions are made by individuals who are volun-
teering their own free time. One motive for such
contributions is that they enable a programmer to demon-
strate skill, which may raise his or her market value (Hann
et al., 2004).2 Such a skill-signalling motive appears to be a
strong influence among many AI researchers. Researchers
prefer to work for organizations that allow them to publish
and present their work at technical conferences, partly
because doing so helps the researcher build a reputation
among peers and potential employers. The skill-signalling
motive is probably especially strong among the most capable
young researchers, since they have the most to gain from
being able to show off their abilities. This gives organizations
seeking to hire the most talented AI researchers a reason to
opt for openness – openness in the sense of refraining from
trade secrecy, though not necessarily from patenting3 – a
reason that is quite independent of any altruistic concern
with promoting scientific progress or general welfare.
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So some incentives for innovation would remain in a
regime of openness (even aside from public subsidy or phi-
lanthropy). Nevertheless, it is possible that R&D investment
would fall if all incentives from monopoly exploitation were
removed from the mix. Such a reduction in R&D expenditure
would have to be balanced against other effects of open-
ness that may tend to boost technical progress. For exam-
ple, the patent system involves substantial transaction costs
which would be eliminated in a fully open development
regime – innovators would then not have to hack their way
through ‘patent thickets’ to get a new product to market.
And the relinquishment of trade secrecy and confidentiality
would facilitate information flow between researchers who
work for different organizations, reducing duplication of
effort and other inefficiencies.

In view of these countervailing considerations, it may not
be possible to give a general answer to the question of
whether a rule pushing towards greater openness would
help or hinder technical progress. The sign of the effect
would depend on context and the particular form of open-
ness being contemplated (Lerner and Tirole, 2005). We
should note that even if there were a slight negative effect
on the rate of progress from greater openness, the welfare
implications could still be positive (for the short and even
the medium term). This is because openness would improve
static efficiency, by making products available at marginal
cost (e.g. in the form of open source software) and allowing
a given level of state-of-the-art technical capability to diffuse
more quickly through the economy. If, however, there were
a large negative effect on the rate of progress, then the wel-
fare losses from that effect would plausibly dwarf the wel-
fare gains from increased static efficiency, especially over
longer time scales.

So far we’ve been considering the effects of the establish-
ment of a general rule promoting greater openness. We
could instead inquire about the effects of a unilateral deci-
sion by one actor to pursue greater openness – for example
an AI lab that, perhaps for altruistic reasons, opts for a
higher level of openness than would be commercially opti-
mal. (We will assume that the money lost by deviating from
the commercially optimal policy would otherwise have been
spent on consumption of a form that would not affect the
rate of technological advance.) Would such a unilateral deci-
sion speed technical progress?

In this case we can set aside the incentive effects that
could reduce R&D spending if the increase in openness
were the result from an exogenous shift in cultural norms or
intellectual property rights. The benefits of openness dis-
cussed earlier would still accrue. So this case is more favour-
able to the hypothesis that openness speeds progress. It
may be noted that academia, which is less dependent than
the commercial sector on monopoly rents, has a relatively
strong culture of openness,4 what the sociologist Robert
Merton called the ‘communist norm’,5 and there is currently
a push to make it yet more open (Nosek, 2015). Even so, it
is possible to construct models in which even a unilateral
altruistically-motivated decision by a developer to pursue a
course of open development reduces total R&D spending.

For instance, Saint-Paul (2003) presents an endogenous
growth model in which, for some parameter values, such a
philanthropic intervention reduces growth rates and welfare
by crowding out a disproportionate amount of proprietary
innovation.6 So the picture is not clear. On balance, it might
still be plausible that a philanthropically motivated R&D fun-
der would speed progress more by pursuing open science,
at least if we assume that the research is focused on theo-
retical matters or process innovations (as opposed to the
development of a particular product that directly competes
with commercial alternatives).7

Is faster technological progress and rollout of AI
capabilities desirable?

This brings us to the second question about the short and
near-term desirability of openness: supposing openness
would speed technical progress and rollout of AI capabili-
ties, would that be socially beneficial?
It is clear that machine intelligence holds great promise

for positive applications across many sectors of the econ-
omy and society, including transportation, healthcare, the
environment, entertainment, security, and scientific discov-
ery. For instance, an estimated 1.2 million people die every
year in road accidents around the world, a number that
could eventually be reduced to a low level as AI-enabled
vehicles take over more functions from human drivers
(Goldman Sachs, 2015). A report by McKinsey estimates an
economic impact of several trillions of dollars annually from
AI-related technologies by 2025.8 A full review of the poten-
tial positive applications is outside the scope of this paper.
As with any general-purpose technology, it is possible to

identify concerns around particular applications. It has been
argued, for example, that military applications of AI, includ-
ing lethal autonomous weapons, might incite new arms
races, or lower the threshold for nations to go to war, or
give terrorists and assassins new tools for violence (Future
of Life Institute, 2015). AI techniques could also be used to
launch cyber attacks. Facial recognition, sentiment analysis,
and data mining algorithms could be used to discriminate
against disfavoured groups, or invade people’s privacy, or
enable oppressive regimes to more effectively target politi-
cal dissidents (Balkin, 2008). Increased reliance on complex
autonomous systems for many essential economic and
infrastructural functions may create novel kinds of systemic
accident risk or present vulnerabilities that could be
exploited by hackers or cyber-warriors (See Perrow, 1984).
Insofar as it is possible to fine-tune openness choices so

as to differentially expedite specific kinds of AI applications,
these concerns might indicate the need for making excep-
tions to a generally pro-openness stance. For example,
open-sourcing the code for autonomous weapons seems
undesirable, and we have not heard anybody calling for that
to be done. But basic research in AI is typically not applica-
tion-specific in this way. Rather, to the extent that it suc-
ceeds, it will deliver algorithms and techniques that could
be used in a very wide range of applications. This holds, in
particular, for most work in current focal areas such as
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deep learning and reinforcement learning: that work is
exciting precisely because it seeks general solutions to
learning problems that occur in a wide range of tasks and
environments.

Another frequently expressed area of concern is that
advances in AI will create labour market dislocations and
reduce the employability of some workers (Autor, 2015;
Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 2014). It is not clear that near and
medium-term AI capabilities pose any distinctive challenges
in this regard, challenges that do not apply to automation
generally and indeed to a large portion of all technological
change, which often reduces demand for some types of
human labour. Concerns about technological unemployment
are not new. After the Industrial Revolution, developed
countries underwent a shift from overwhelmingly agricul-
tural to industrial and, later, service-oriented economies. The
initial phase of industrialization imposed great burdens on
significant portions of the population.9 Over time, however,
subsequent to the introduction of new social policies and a
prolonged period of historically unprecedented rates of eco-
nomic growth, industrialization has resulted in large gains
for human prosperity, gains reflected in indices on nutrition,
health, life expectancy, access to information, mobility, and
other measures of human welfare (Galor and Moav, 2004;
United Nations Development Programme and Malik, 2014).
If, as a first-order approximation, we model the impacts of
near and medium-term AI advances as a continuation and
extension of longstanding trends of automation and produc-
tivity-increasing technological change, therefore, we would
estimate that any adverse labour market impacts would be
greatly outweighed by economic gains. To think otherwise
would seem to entail adopting the generally luddite posi-
tion that perhaps a majority of current technological devel-
opments have a net negative impact.

We can make a similar point with regard to the concern
that advances in AI might exacerbate economic inequality.
This, too, is best thought of in a more general context, as
part of a wider discussion about technological change and
inequality. Most contemporary debate around these mat-
ters takes for granted that technological progress is
broadly desirable: mainstream controversy being limited to
how governments and societies ought to adapt in order to
accelerate development and diffuse the benefits more
widely while managing any particular challenges that
might flow from some aspect of the new technology. It is
worth noting here that openness in AI, aside from what-
ever effect it might have on speed of development and
general economic growth, could also have some distinctive
impacts on inequality. Most obviously, releasing software in
the public domain makes it available free of charge, which
could have some equalizing effect on the levels of welfare
attainable by people at different segments of the income
distribution (provided they have the requisite hardware
and skill to use it, and that it is relevant to their needs).
Open source software may also differentially benefit techni-
cally sophisticated users, compared to commercial software
(Bessen, 2006; Lerner and Tirole, 2005; Schmidt and Sch-
nitzer, 2003).

Summary of near and medium-term impacts

Much current work in AI is to a large extent open. The effect of
various kinds of unilateral marginal increases in openness on
the rate of technical advance in AI is somewhat unclear but
plausibly positive, especially if focused on theoretical work or
process innovation. The effect of marginal increases in open-
ness brought about through exogenous pressure, such as
shifts in cultural norms or regulation, is ambiguous as far as we
have been able to explore the matter in the present analysis.
The short and medium-term impacts of accelerating

advances in AI appear to be substantially positive in expecta-
tion, primarily because of diffuse economic benefits across
many sectors. A number of specific areas of concern can be
identified, including military uses, applications for social con-
trol, and systemic risks from increased reliance on complex
autonomous processes. However, for each of these areas of
concern, one could also envisage prospects of favourable
impacts, which seem perhaps at least equally plausible. For
example, automated weaponry might reduce human collat-
eral damage or change geopolitical factors in some positive
way; improved surveillance might suppress crime, terrorism,
and social free-riding; and more sophisticated ways of analys-
ing and responding to data might help identify and reduce
various kinds of systemic risk. So while these areas of concern
should be flagged for ongoing monitoring by policy makers,
they do not at our current state of knowledge change the
assessment that faster AI progress would likely have net posi-
tive impacts in the short and medium-term. A similar assess-
ment can be made regarding the concern that advances in AI
may have adverse impacts on labour markets or economic
inequality: some favourable impacts in these areas are also
plausible, and even if they were dominated by adverse
impacts, any net adverse impact in these areas would most
likely be outweighed by the robustly positive impact of faster
economic growth. We also noted the possibility that open-
ness, particularly in the form of placing technology and soft-
ware in the public domain, may have some positive impact
on distributional concerns by lowering the economic cost for
users to access AI-enabled products (though if open source
software displaces some amount of proprietary software, and
open source software is more adapted to the needs of techni-
cally sophisticated users, then it is not entirely clear that the
distributional impact would favour those segments of the
population that are both low-income and low-skill).
In a nutshell: unilateral decisions by AI developers to be

incrementally more open about their basic research and
process innovations would probably have some net positive
near and medium-term social impacts and would on the
margin accelerate AI progress. In other respects, however,
the medium-term strategic ramifications of different forms
of openness are more ambiguous and uncertain than might
have been suspected.

Long-term impacts

We will assess the long-term desirability of openness in AI
development with reference to how openness affects the
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following two paramount problems tied to the creation of
extremely advanced (generally human-level or superintelli-
gent) AI systems (See Bostrom, 2014a):

• The control problem: how to design AI systems such that
they do what their designers intend.

• The political problem: how to achieve a situation in which
individuals or institutions empowered by such AI use it in
ways that promote the common good.

The impact of openness on both the control problem and the
political problem must be analysed. Here we identify three
main pathways by which openness in AI development may
have such impact or otherwise intersect with long-term strate-
gic considerations: (1) openness may speed AI development;
(2) openness may make the race to develop AI more closely
competitive; (3) openness may promote wider engagement.

Openness may speed AI development

We argued in the previous section that faster AI progress is
a plausible consequence of at least some forms of openness.
This could have strategically relevant impacts in several
ways, as follows.

Making the benefits of AI accrue sooner

This is important if currently existing people have a strongly
privileged status over future generations in one’s decision cri-
teria. Since the human population is dying off at a rate of
almost 1% per year, even modest effects on the arrival date
of superintelligence could have important decision-relevance
for such a ‘person-affecting’ objective function (assuming
superintelligence would, with substantial probability, dramati-
cally reduce the death rate or improve wellbeing levels) (Bos-
trom, 2003). Earlier onset of benefits would also be important
if one uses a significant time discount factor. (However, mak-
ing the benefits start earlier is not clearly significant on an
impersonal time-neutral view, where instead it looks like the
focus should be on reducing existential risk (Bostrom, 2013).)

Less time to prepare

Expedited AI development would give the world less time
to prepare for advanced AI. This may reduce the likelihood
that the control problem will be solved. One reason is that
safety work is likely to be relatively open in any case, and
so would not gain as much as non-safety AI work from addi-
tional increments of openness in AI research generally.
Safety work may thus be decelerated compared to non-
safety work, making it less likely that a sufficient amount
of safety work will have been completed by the time
advanced AI becomes possible.10 There are also some pro-
cesses other than direct work on AI safety that may improve
preparedness over time – and which would be given less
time to play out if AI happens sooner – such as cognitive
enhancement and improvements in various methodologies,
institutions, and coordination mechanisms (Bostrom,
2014a).11 (The impact on the political problem of earlier
AI development is harder to gauge, since it depends on

difficult-to-predict changes in the broader social and
geopolitical landscape over the coming decades.)

Preempt other existential risks

Accelerated AI would increase the chance that superintelli-
gent AI will preempt existential risks stemming from non-AI
sources, such as risks that may arise from synthetic biology,
nuclear war, molecular nanotechnology, or other risks as-yet
unforeseen. This preempting effect depends on the arrival
of superintelligent AI actually eliminating or reducing other
major anthropogenic existential risks.12 (Whether it does so
may depend partly on whether the post-AI-transition world
is multipolar or unipolar, a topic to which we shall return to
below.)
In summary, the fact that openness may speed up AI

development seems positive for goals that strongly prioritize
currently existing people over potential future generations,
and uncertain for impersonal time-neutral goals. Either of
these effects appear relatively weak compared to other
strategy-relevant impacts from openness in AI development,
because we would not expect marginal increases in open-
ness to have more than a modest influence on the speed of
AI development.

Openness making AI development race more closely
competitive

One weighty consideration is that the final stages of the
race to create the first superintelligent AI are likely to be
more closely competitive in open development scenarios.
The reason for this is that openness would equalize some
of the variables that otherwise would cause dispersion in
the levels of capability or progress-rates among different AI
developers. If everybody has access to the same algo-
rithms, or even the same source code, then the principal
remaining factors that could produce performance differ-
ences are unequal access to computation and data. One
would therefore expect there to be a larger number of
actors with the ability to wield near state-of-the-art AI in
open development scenarios (Armstrong et al., 2016). This
tightening of the competitive situation could have the fol-
lowing important effects on the control problem and the
political problem.

Removes the option of pausing

In a tight competitive situation, it could be impossible for a
leading AI developer to slow down or pause without aban-
doning its lead to a competitor. This is particularly problem-
atic if it turns out that an adequate solution to the control
problem depends on the specifics of the AI system to which
it is to be applied. If there is some necessary part of the
control mechanism that can only be invented or installed
after the rest of the AI system is highly developed, then it
may be crucial that the developer has the ability to pause
progress on making the system smarter until the control
work can be completed. Suppose, for example, that design-
ing, implementing, and testing a control solution requires
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six months of additional work after the rest of the AI is fully
functional. Then, in a tight competitive situation, any team
that chooses to undertake that control work might simply
abandon the lead – and with it, possibly, the ability to influ-
ence future events – to some other less careful developer. If
the pool of potential competitors with near state-of-the-art
capabilities is large enough, then one would expect it to
contain at least one team that would be willing to proceed
with the development of superintelligent AI even without
adequate safeguards. The larger the pool of competitors,
the harder it would be for them to all coordinate to avoid a
risk race to the bottom.

Removes the option of performance-handicapping safety

Another way in which a tight competitive situation is prob-
lematic is if the mechanisms needed to make an AI safe
reduces the AI’s effectiveness. For example, if a safe AI runs
a hundred times slower than an unsafe AI, or if safety
requires an AI’s capabilities to be curtailed, then the imple-
mentation of safety mechanisms would handicap perfor-
mance. In a close competitive situation, unilaterally
accepting such a handicap could mean forfeiting the lead.
By contrast, in a less competitive situation (such as one in
which a large coalition has a sizeable lead in technology or
computing power) there might be enough slack that the
frontrunner could implement some efficiency-reducing
safety measures without abandoning its lead. The sacrifice
of performance for safety may need to be only temporary, a
stopgap until more sophisticated control methods are devel-
oped that eliminate the efficiency-disadvantage of safe AI.
Even if there were inescapable tradeoffs between efficiency
and safety (or ethical constraints preventing certain kinds of
instrumentally useful computation), the situation would still
be salvageable if the frontrunner has enough of a lead to
be able to get by with less than maximally efficient AI for a
period of time: since during that time, it might be possible
for the frontrunner to achieve a sufficient degree of global
coordination (for instance, by forming a ‘singleton’, dis-
cussed more below) to permanently prevent the launch of
more efficient but less desirable forms of AI (or prevent such
AI, if launched, from outcompeting more desirable forms of
AI) (Bostrom, 2006).

Lowers probability of a small group capturing the future

There are some other consequences of tighter competition
in the runup to superintelligent AI that are of more uncer-
tain valence and magnitude, but potentially significant. One
such consequence is for the political problem. A tighter
competitive situation would make it less likely that one AI
developer becomes sufficiently powerful to monopolize the
benefits of advanced AI. This is one of the stated motiva-
tions for the OpenAI project, expressed for example, by Elon
Musk, one its founders:

I think the best defense against the misuse of AI is
to empower as many people as possible to have
AI. If everyone has AI powers, then there’s not any

one person or a small set of individuals who can
have AI superpower. (Levy, 2015)

Openness may thus make it more likely that many peo-
ple’s preferences influence the future. Depending on one’s
values and expectations (e.g. one’s expectations about
which preferences would rule if the future were instead
captured by a small group), this could be an important
consideration.

Affect influence of status quo powers?

Another consequence for the political problem: openness in
AI development may also influence what kind of actor is
most likely to achieve monopolization (if such there be) or to
achieve a relatively larger influence over the outcome.
Access to computing power (and possibly data) becomes rel-
atively more important if access to algorithms or source code
is equalized. In expectation, this would align influence over
the post-AI world more closely with wealth and power in the
pre-AI world, since computing power is fairly widely dis-
tributed (including internationally), quite fungible with
wealth, and somewhat possible for governments to control –
in comparison with access to algorithmic breakthroughs in a
closed development scenario, which might be more lumpy,
stochastic, and local. The likelihood that a single corporation
or a small group of individuals could make a critical algorith-
mic breakthrough needed to make AI dramatically more gen-
eral and efficient seems greater than the likelihood that a
single corporation or a small group of individuals would
obtain a similarly large advantage by controlling the lion’s
share of the world’s computing power.13 Thus, if one thinks
that it is preferable in expectation that advanced AI be con-
trolled by existing governments, elites, and ordinary people
– in proportion to their existing wealth and political power –
rather than by some particular group that happens to be
successful in the AI field (such as a corporation or an AI lab)
then one might favour a scenario in which hardware
becomes the principal factor of AI power. Openness in AI
development would make such a scenario more likely.
However, openness would also reduce the economies of

scale in AI research labs, and this would favour smaller play-
ers who may be less representative of status quo power.
Consider the opposite case: development is perfectly closed,
and any wannabe AI developer must make all the relevant
discoveries and build all the needed components in-house.
Unless the successful AI architecture turns out to be extre-
mely simple, this regime would strongly favour larger devel-
opment groups – the odds of a given group winning the
race would scale superlinearly with group size. By contrast,
if development is open and the winning group is the one
that adds a single final insight to a shared corpus of ideas,
then the probability of a given group being the winner
might instead scale roughly linearly with size.14 So in scenar-
ios where there is a hardware overhang, and an intelligence
explosion is triggered by a final algorithmic invention, open-
ness would increase the probability of a small group captur-
ing the future.
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Consequently, if larger development groups (such as large
corporations or national projects) are typically more repre-
sentative of, or controlled by, status quo powers than a ran-
domly selected small development group (such as a ‘guy in
a garage’) then openness may either increase or decrease
the degree of influence status quo powers would have over
the outcome, depending on whether hardware or software
is the bottleneck. Since it is currently unclear what the bot-
tleneck will be, the impact of openness on the expected
degree of control of status quo powers is ambiguous.

Reduces probability of a singleton

A singleton is a world order in which there is at the highest
level of organization one coordinated decision-making
agency. In other words, a singleton is a regime in which
major global coordination or bargaining problems are
solved. The emergence of a singleton is thus consistent with
both scenarios in which many human wills together shape
the future and scenarios in which the future is captured by
narrow interests. The point that openness in AI development
seems to lower the probability of a singleton is therefore
distinct from the point made that openness seems to lower
the probability of a small group capturing the future. One
could be against a small group capturing the future and yet
for the formation of a singleton. There are a number of seri-
ous problems that can arise in a multipolar outcome that
would be avoided in a singleton outcome.

One such problem is that it could turn out that at some
level of technological development (and perhaps at techno-
logical maturity) offence has an advantage over defence. For
example, suppose that as biotechnology matures, it
becomes inexpensive to engineer a microorganism that can
wreak havoc on the natural environment while it remains
prohibitively costly to protect against the release and prolif-
eration of such an organism. Then, in a multipolar world,
where there are many independent centres of initiative, one
would expect the organism eventually to be released (per-
haps by accident, perhaps as part of a blackmail operation,
perhaps by an agent with apocalyptic values, or maybe in
warfare). The chance of avoiding such an outcome would
seem to decrease with the number of independent actors
that have access to the relevant biotechnology. This exam-
ple can be generalized: even if in biotechnology offence will
not have such an advantage, perhaps it will in cyberwarfare?
in molecular nanotechnology? in advanced drone weap-
onry? or in some other as-yet unanticipated technology that
would be developed by superintelligent AIs? A world in
which global coordination problems remain unsolved even
as the power of technology increases towards its physical
limits is a world that is hostage to the possibility that – at
some level of technological development – nature too
strongly favours destruction over creation. From the per-
spective of existential risk reduction, it may therefore be
preferable that some institutional arrangement emerges that
enables robust global coordination. This may be more tract-
able if there are fewer actors initially in possession of
advanced AI capabilities and needing to coordinate.

The possibility that offence might have an inherent
advantage over defence is not the only concern with a mul-
tipolar outcome. Another concern is that in the absence of
global coordination it may be impossible to forestall a popu-
lation explosion of digital minds and a resulting Malthusian
era in which the welfare of those digital minds may suffer
(Bostrom, 2004, 2014a; Hanson, 1994). Independent actors
would have strong incentives to multiply the number of dig-
ital workers under their control to the point where the mar-
ginal cost of producing another one (including electricity
and hardware rental) equals the revenue it can bring in by
working maximally hard. Local or national legislation aimed
at protecting the welfare of digital minds could shift produc-
tion to jurisdictions that offer more favourable conditions to
investors. This process could unfold rapidly since software
faces fewer barriers to migration than biological labour, and
the information services it provides are largely independent
of geography (though subject to latency effects from long-
distance signal transmission, which could be significant for
digital minds operating at high speeds). The long-run equi-
librium of such a process is difficult to predict, and might
be primarily determined by choices made after the develop-
ment of advanced AI; but creating a state of affairs in which
the world is too fractured and multipolar to be able to influ-
ence where it leads should be a cause for concern, unless
one is confident (and it is hard to see what could warrant
such confidence) that the programs with the highest fitness
in a mature algorithmic hyper-economy are essentially coex-
tensive with the programs that have the highest level of
subjective well-being or moral value.

Relevance of AI multiplicity for control problem

It might be thought that tighter competition would promote
a more desirable outcome by helping solve the control
problem. The idea would be that in a more closely competi-
tive scenario, it is less likely that a single AI system gets so
far ahead of all the others as to obtain a decisive strategic
advantage. Instead, there would more likely be a multiplicity
of AI systems, built by different people in different countries
for different purposes, but with comparable levels of capa-
bility. In such a multipolar world, it might be harder for any
one of those AI systems to cause extreme damage – even if
the controls applied to it were to fail – because there would
be other AIs, presumably under human control, to hem it in.
This line of thinking is quite problematic as an argument

for openness, even if we set aside the general concerns with
multipolarity set out above. The existence of multiple AIs does
not guarantee that they will act in the interests of humans or
remain under human control. (Analogy: the existence of many
competing modern human individuals did little to promote
the long-term prospering of the other hominid species with
which Homo sapiens once shared the planet.) If the AIs are
copies of the same template, or slight modifications thereof,
they might all contain the same control flaw. Open develop-
ment may in fact increase the probability of such homogene-
ity, by making it easier for different labs to use the same code
base and algorithms instead of inventing their own.
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There is also the possibility of systemic failures resulting
from unexpected interactions of different AIs. We know that
such failures can occur even with very simple algorithms
(witness, e.g., the Flash Crash; US Securities Exchange Com-
mission, 2010). Among advanced artificial agents that are
capable of highly sophisticated planning and strategic rea-
soning (and which might be able to coordinate using differ-
ent or more effective means than humans (See e.g.
LaVictoire et al., 2014)), there may be additional and novel
ways for systemic failures to occur. Even if some balance-of-
power equilibrium prevented any individual AI or coalition
of AIs from infracting human interests, it is not clear we
could be confident that it would last.15

If it really were helpful for control to have a multiplicity of
AIs, it might be better that the AIs be created by a single
actor, who would have a greater ability to ensure that the
AIs are balanced in capability. Granted, AIs created by a sin-
gle developer may be more similar to one another, and
hence more prone to correlated control failures, than AIs
created by different developers. Yet openness, we noted,
though it may increase the likelihood that there will be mul-
tiple simultaneous developers, would also tend to make the
AIs created by those developers be based on more similar
designs. So the net effect of openness on the probability
that there will be a diverse set of AIs is ambiguous.

We could put together a set of assumptions that would
support the proposition that we should aim to obtain a
solution to the control problem through the creation of a
multiplicity of AIs by means of adopting a policy of open-
ness. For example, we could stipulate that multiplicity of AIs,
even if they are based on the same design, would con-
tribute to safety provided only that the AIs be given differ-
ent goals. The argument would then be that AIs created by
different developers would naturally be given different
goals, and would thus contribute to the public good of
safety; whereas a single developer would either only create
a single AI or create multiple AIs with identical goals (be-
cause giving an AI a goal different from your own would
incur a private cost to you, since that AI will then not be
working purely in your interest). The vision here might be a
world containing many AIs, each pursuing a different goal,
none of them strong enough to seize control unilaterally or
by forming a coalition with other AI powers. These AIs
would compete for customers and investors by offering us
favourable deals, much like corporations competing for
human favours in a capitalist economy.

The role of the state in this model needs to be consid-
ered. Without a state powerful enough to regulate the com-
peting AIs and enforce law and order, it may be
questionable how long the balance-of-power equilibrium
would last and how humans would fare under it. An alterna-
tive – less attractive – analogue might be 17th century Eur-
ope, where the AIs would correspond to stronger states and
the human populations would correspond to little principali-
ties that hope to achieve security by aligning themselves
with a strong (winning) AI coalition.

In summary, openness would be expected to make the
AI development race more closely competitive, and this

would have several strategic consequences. It would make
it harder to pause towards the end in order to implement
or test a safety mechanism. It would also make it harder
to use any safety mechanism that reduces efficiency. Both
of these look like important negative effects on the control
problem. Openness also has consequences for the political
problem: decreasing the probability that a small group will
monopolize the benefits of advanced AI and decreasing
the probability of a singleton. It may either increase or
reduce the influence of status quo powers over the post-AI
future depending on whether the transition is mainly hard-
ware or software constrained. Furthermore, there may be
impacts on the control problem via the distribution of AIs
that result from open development, though the magnitude
and sign of those impacts are unclear: openness may make
a multiplicity of AIs more likely, which could increase the
probability of some kind of balance-of-power arrangement
between AIs; yet openness could also make the AIs more
similar to one another than they would have been if the
multiplicity of AI scenario had come to pass without open-
ness and thus more likely to exhibit correlated failures. (In
any case, it is unclear whether a multiplicity of diverse AIs
created by different developers would really help with the
control problem.)

Openness promoting wider engagement

One class of potentially strategically significant effects of
openness in AI development is that openness might
increase external engagement with various aspects of state-
of-the-art AI technology. That openness should increase
external interest and attention is not axiomatic. Sometimes
an attempt to keep something secret only serves to draw
more attention to it. However, in cases where meaningful
engagement requires detailed information and fine-grained
access, it is plausible that increased openness would
increase such engagement.

External perspectives illuminate safety

Somebody might thus argue that if AI systems are kept
secret, then outside experts cannot directly work on making
them safer, and that this would make a closed development
scenario riskier. Note, however, that if AI systems are kept
secret, then outside experts also cannot directly work on
making them more effective. So, at a first glance, it may
look like a tie: and if there is no differential effect on safety
here, then we are back to the point that openness might
just generally speed things up, both safety and effectiveness
research, which we discussed in an earlier section. But one
might speculate that work on safety would gain more from
outside participation than work aimed at increasing AI effec-
tiveness – perhaps on grounds that safety engineering and
risk analysis are more vulnerable to groupthink and other
biases, and would therefore benefit disproportionately from
having external perspectives brought to bear. It is presum-
ably easier to delude oneself about the safety of the AI one
is building than to delude oneself about its capabilities,
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since there are more opportunities for objective feedback
about the latter. Therefore, if there is an optimism bias, it
would have freer rein to distort beliefs about safety than
about efficacy. And if outside perspectives are a corrective
to such a bias, their inclusion would thus differentially pro-
mote progress on safety.16

Outside participants more altruistic?

Furthermore, one could argue that because safety is a public
good, external researchers (and their funders) are compara-
tively more likely to help work on safety than on effective-
ness (relative to the allocation of effort that a particular
developer would make internally, since the insiders probably
have relatively stronger non-altruistic motives for working
on effectiveness). Openness in AI development could then,
by enabling disinterested outsiders to contribute, increase
the overall fraction of AI-related effort that is focused on
safety and thereby improve chances that the control prob-
lem finds a timely solution.

For a group that is sufficiently exceptionally altruistic and
safety-oriented, this argument might go into reverse. For
such a group, openness could dilute the focus on public
goods by enabling participation by less-conscientious
outsiders.17,18

Influence on architecture?

It is possible that organizational mechanics of an open
development trajectory might affect the character of the AI
that is created, for better or worse. The ‘coral reef’ approach
common in open source software projects, for example,
might result in a greedy pursuit of local optima rather than
a patient search and design for global optima (Boudreau
and Lakhani, 2015). Or it might be the case that looser cou-
pling among development groups encourages more func-
tional modularity (compared to centralized processes, which
might foster more tightly integrated unitary architectures).
It’s plausible that such effects might have significant impli-
cations for the control problem, but uncertainties about
what those effects might be (as well as about whether some
given effect would be positive or negative for the control
problem) may be too large for these types of consideration
to have much impact on our present deliberations.

Gives actors more foresight

Openness about capabilities – what machine intelligence is
capable of at a given time and the expected timeline for
further advances – would increase the ability of outsiders to
influence or adapt to AI developments. This might increase
the probability of nationalization of leading AI efforts, since
it would make it easier for a government to see exactly
when and where it would need to intervene in order to
maintain control over advanced AI capabilities. Openness
about the science and source code, by contrast, may
decrease the probability of nationalization, by making AI
development more widely distributed (including internation-
ally) and thus harder for a government to scoop up.

(Openness might also reduce the probability of nationaliza-
tion by fostering a culture among AI researchers that is
more inimical to governmental or corporate control of AI.)
Openness about capabilities, aside from facilitating gov-

ernment control of a pivotal AI breakthrough, would also
help societies generally prepare, by providing various actors
with a clearer view of the future. It is not immediately clear
what effect this would have on the control problem or the
political problem. Giving people more foresight into a major
upcoming technological revolution may be expected to
have diffuse positive effects by enabling planning and adap-
tation. In particular, openness could enable more accurate
forecasting of risks related to the control problem, leading
to more investment in solutions in states of the world where
they are particularly needed.19

Committing to sharing

We have already discussed how openness would tend to
make the AI race more competitive, and how it might speed
progress, as well as the short-term benefits to allowing the
use of existing ideas and information at marginal cost. Here
we note a further strategically relevant possible conse-
quence: openness in the near-term could create some kind
of lock-in that increases the chance that more advanced AI
capabilities will similarly be made freely available (or that at
least some components of advanced AI will be free, even if
others – for example, computing power – remain propri-
etary). Such lock-in might occur if a cultural norm of open-
ness takes root, or if particular AI developers make
commitments to openness that they cannot later easily back
out of. This would feed back into the issues mentioned
before, giving present openness the tendency to make the
AI race more competitive and perhaps faster also in the
longer run.
But there is also a separate – beneficial – effect of open-

ness lock-in, which is that it may foster goodwill and collab-
oration. The more that different potential AI developers (and
their backers) feel that they would fully share in the benefits
of AI even if they lose the race to develop AI first, the less
motive they have for prioritizing speed over safety, and the
easier it should be for them to cooperate with other parties
to pursue a safe and peaceful course of development of
advanced AI designed to serve the common good. Such a
cooperative approach would likely have a favourable impact
on both the control problem and the political problem.
In summary, an open development scenario could reduce

groupthink and other biases within an AI project by
enabling outsiders to engage more, which may differentially
benefit risk analysis and safety engineering, thereby helping
with the control problem. Outsider contributions might also
be comparatively more altruistically motivated and hence
directed more at safety than at performance. The mechanics
of open collaboration may influence architectural choices in
the development of machine intelligence, perhaps favouring
more incremental ‘coral reef’ style approaches or encourag-
ing increased modularity, though it is currently unclear how
this would affect the control problem. Openness about
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capabilities would give various actors more insight into
ongoing and expected development, facilitating planning
and adaptation. Such openness may also facilitate govern-
mental expropriation, whereas openness about science and
code would counteract expropriation by leaving less propri-
etary material to be grabbed. Finally, if current openness
choices are subject to lock-in effects, they would have direct
effects on future levels of openness, and might serve as
ways of committing to sharing the spoils of advanced AI
(which would be helpful for both the control problem and
the political problem).

Conclusions

We have seen that the strategic implications of openness in
AI is a matter of considerable complexity.20 Our analysis,
and any conclusions we derive from it, remain tentative and
preliminary. But we have at least identified several relevant
considerations that must be taken into account by any well-
grounded judgement on this topic.21

In addition to the consequences discussed in this paper,
there are many local effects of openness that individual AI
developers will want to take into account. A project might
reap private benefits from openness, for example in recruit-
ment (researchers like to publish and build reputations), by
allowing managers to benchmark in-house research against
external standards, and via showcasing achievements for
prestige and glory. These effects are not covered in the pre-
sent analysis since the focus here is on the global desirabil-
ity of openness rather than the tactical advantages or
disadvantages it might entail for particular AI groups.

General assessment

In the near term, one would expect openness to expedite
dissemination of existing technologies, which would have
some generally positive economic effect as well as a host of
more specific effects, positive and negative, arising from
particular applications – in expectation, net positive. From a
near-term perspective, then, pretty much any form of
increased openness is desirable. Some areas of application
raise particular concerns (including military uses, applications
for social control, and systemic risks from increased reliance
on complex autonomous processes) and these should be
debated by relevant stakeholders and monitored by policy
makers as real-world experience with these technologies
accumulates.

Impacts on labour markets may to a first approximation
be subsumed under the more general category of automa-
tion and labour-saving technological progress, which has
historically had a massive net positive impact on human
welfare though not without heavy transition costs for seg-
ments of the population. Expanded social support for dis-
placed workers and other vulnerable groups may be called
for should the pace or extent of automation substantially
increase. The distributional effects of increased openness are
somewhat unclear. Historically, open source software has
been embraced especially by technically sophisticated users

(Foushee, 2013); but less skilled users would also stand to
benefit (e.g. from products built on top of open source soft-
ware or by using sophisticated users as intermediaries).22

The medium-term effects of openness are complicated by
the possibility that openness may affect incentives for inno-
vation or market structure. The literature on innovation eco-
nomics is relevant here but inconclusive. A best guess may
be that unilateral increases in openness have a positive
effect on the rate of technical advance in AI, especially if
focused on theoretical work or process innovations. The
effect of increases in openness produced by exogenous
pressure (e.g. from regulation or cultural norms) is ambigu-
ous. The medium-term impact of faster technical advance in
AI may be assessed in a similar way to shorter-term impacts:
there are both positive and negative applications, and lots
of uncertainty; yet a reasonable guess is that medium-term
impacts are net positive in expectation (an expectation that
is based, largely, on extrapolation of past technological pro-
gress and economic growth). Potential medium-term
impacts of concern include new forms of advanced robotic
warfare – which could conceivably involve destabilizing
developments such as challenges to nuclear deterrence (e.g.
from autonomous submarine-tracking bots or deep infiltra-
tion of enemy territory by small robotic systems; Robb,
2016) – and the use of AI and robotics to suppress riots,
protests, or opposition movements, with possibly undesir-
able ramifications for political dynamics (Robb, 2011).
Our main focus has been on the long-term consequences

of openness. If we consider long-term consequences, but
our evaluation function strongly privileges impacts on cur-
rently existing people, then an especially important consid-
eration is whatever tendency open development has to
accelerate AI progress: both because faster AI progress
would mean faster rollout of near and medium-term eco-
nomic benefits from AI but even more because faster AI
progress would increase the probability that some currently
existing people will live long enough to reap the far greater
benefits that could flow from machine superintelligence
(such as superlongevity and extreme prosperity). If, instead,
our evaluation function does not privilege currently existing
people over potential future generations, then an especially
important consideration is the impact of openness on cumu-
lative amount of existential risk on the trajectory ahead
(Bostrom, 2003, 2013).
In this context, then, where the focus is on long-term

impacts, and especially impacts on cumulative existential
risk, we provided an analysis with respect to two critical
challenges: the control problem and the political problem.
We identified three categories of potential effect of open-
ness on these problems. We argued the first one of these –
that openness may speed AI development – appears to
have relatively weak strategic implications. Our analysis
therefore concentrated mostly on the remaining two cate-
gories: openness making the AI race more closely competi-
tive, and openness enabling wider engagement.
Regarding making the AI race more closely competitive:

this has an important negative implication for the control
problem, reducing the ability of a leading developer to pause
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or accept a lower level of performance in order to put in place
controls. This could increase the amount of existential risk
associated with the AI transition. Closer competition may also
make it more likely that there will be a multiplicity of compet-
ing AIs; but the net strategic effect of this is unclear and may
therefore have less decision weight than the no-option-of-
slowing-down effect. There are also a bunch of implications
from a more closely competitive AI race for the political prob-
lem – decreasing the probability that a small group will
monopolize the benefits of advanced AI (attractive); decreas-
ing the probability of a singleton (might be catastrophic); and
having some ambiguous impact on the expected relative
influence of status quo powers over the post-AI future – possi-
bly increasing that influence in hardware-constrained scenar-
ios and reducing it in software-constrained scenarios. Again,
from an existential risk minimization perspective, the net
import of these implications of openness for the political
problem seems to be negative.23

Regarding openness enabling wider engagement: this has
an important positive implication for the control problem,
namely by enabling external researchers – who may have
less bias and relatively more interest in the public good of
safety – to work with state-of-the-art AI systems. Another
way in which openness could have a positive effect on the
control problem is by enabling better social planning and
prioritization, although this benefit would not require open-
ness about detailed technical information (only about AI
projects’ plans and capabilities).24 If openness leads to wider
engagement, this could also have implications for the politi-
cal problem, by enabling better foresight and by increasing
the probability of government control of advanced AI.
Whether the expected value here would be positive or neg-
ative is not entirely clear. It may depend, for instance, on
who would control advanced AI if it is not nationalized. On
balance, however, one may perhaps judge the implications
for the political problem of a wide range of actors gaining
increased foresight to be positive in expectation. Again, we
note that the relevant type of openness here is openness
about capabilities, goals, and plans, not openness about
technical details and code. Openness about technical details
and code may have a weaker impact on general foresight,
and it may reduce the probability of expropriation.

Specific forms of openness

Openness can take different forms – openness about
science, source code, data, safety techniques, or about the
capabilities, expectations, goals, plans, and governance
structure of an AI project. To the extent that it is possible to
be open in some of these dimensions without revealing
much information about other dimensions, the policy ques-
tion can be asked with more granularity, and the answer
may differ for different forms of openness.

Science and source code

Openness about scientific models, algorithms, and source
code is the focus of most the preceding discussion. One

nuance to add is that the optimum strategy may depend on
time. If AI of the advanced sort for which the control prob-
lem becomes critical is reasonably far off, then it may well
be that any information that would be released now as a
result of a more open development policy would have dif-
fused widely anyway by the time the final stage is reached.
In that case, the earlier main argument against openness of
science and code – that it would make the AI development
race more closely competitive and reduce the ability of a
leading project to go slow – might not apply to present-day
openness. So it might be possible to reap the near-term
benefits of openness while yet avoiding the long-term costs,
assuming a project can start out open and then switch to a
closed development policy at the appropriate time. Note,
however, that keeping alive the option of going closed
when the critical time comes would remove one of the
main reasons for favouring openness in the first place,
namely the hope that openness reduces the probability of a
monopolization of the benefits of advanced AI. If a policy of
openness is reversible, it cannot serve as a credible commit-
ment to share the fruits of advanced AI. Nevertheless, even
people who do not favour openness at the late stages may
favour openness at the early stages because the costs of
openness there are lower.25,26

Control methods and risk analysis

Openness about safety techniques seems unambiguously
good, at least if it does not spill over too much into other
forms of openness. AI developers should be encouraged to
share information about potential risks from advanced AI
and techniques for controlling such AI. Efforts should be
made to enable external researchers to contribute their
labour and independent perspectives to safety research if
this can be done without disclosing too much sensitive
information.

Capabilities and expectations

Openness about capabilities and expectations for future
progress, as we saw, has a mixed effect, enabling better
social oversight and adaptation while in some models risk-
ing to exacerbate the race dynamic. Some actors might
attempt to target disclosures to specific audiences that
they think would be particularly constructive. For example,
technocrats may worry that wide public engagement with
the issue of advanced AI would generate more heat than
light, citing analogous cases, such as the debates surround-
ing GMOs in Europe, where it might appear as if beneficial
technological progress would have been able to proceed
with fewer impediments had the conversation been domi-
nated more by scientific and political elites with less
involvement from the public. Direct democracy proponents,
on the other hand, may insist that the issues at stake are
too important to be decided by a bunch of AI program-
mers, tech CEOs, or government insiders (who may serve
parochial interests) and that society and the world is better
served by a wide open discussion that gives voice to many
diverse views and values.
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Values, goals, and governance structures

Openness about values, goals, and governance structures is
generally welcome, since it should tend to differentially boost
projects that pursue goals that are attractive to a wide range
of stakeholders. Openness about these matters might also
foster trust and reduce pressures to compromise safety for
the sake of competitive advantage. The more that competi-
tors feel that they would still stand to gain from a rival’s suc-
cess, the better the prospects for a collaborative approach or
at least one in which competitors do not actively work
against one another. For this reason, measures that align the
incentives between different AI developers (particularly their
incentives at the later stages) are desirable. Such measures
may include cross-holdings of stock, joint research ventures,
formal or informal pledges of collaboration,27 endorsement
of principles stating that advanced AI should be developed
only for the common good, and other activities that build
trust and amity between the protagonists.28
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1. Examples of complementary assets include: manufacturing capacity
using related technologies, product distribution networks, after-sales
service, marketing and brand assets, and various industry-specific
factors (Greenhalgh and Rogers, 2010).

2. Other motivations include enjoyment, learning, and serving user
needs (Lakhani and Wolf, 2005).

3. Patents require publication, but the pursuit of patent could still in
some cases conflict with openness, for example if work in progress
is kept hidden until it is developed to a point where it can be
patented.

4. There are ongoing efforts (Destro Bisol et al., 2014) to make science
even more open, with calls for requiring open access journal publi-
cation, pre-registration of studies, and making the raw data underly-
ing studies available to other scholars. The trends towards
increasing use of online preprint archives and scientist blogging
also point in the direction of greater openness. The increasing use
of patenting by universities might be an opposing trend (Leydes-
dorff et al. 2015), but the general pattern looks like a push towards
greater openness in scientific research, presumably reflecting a
belief among reformers that greater openness would promote sci-
entific progress. The counterexample of increased patenting per-
tains to the part of academic research that is closest to the
commercial world, involving areas of more applied research. It is
possible that universities engage in patent-seeking for the same
reason private firms do: to profit from the intellectual property. A
university may thus take out a patent not because it believes that
openness delays scientific progress but because it prefers to
increase its own revenue (which it might then use to subsidize
other activities, including some that may accelerate science).

5. ’[t]he substantive findings of science . . . are assigned to the com-
munity . . . The scientist’s claim to “his” intellectual “property” is lim-
ited to that of recognition and esteem’ (Merton 1942, p. 121). Later
work has found very widespread support for this sharing norm

among scientists (Louis et al. 2002; Macfarlane and Cheng 2008.
See also Heesen (2015).

6. For some critiques of this model, see Park (2010), pp. 31f.
7. For an overview of the literature on the economic effects of philan-

thropic intervention on innovation see Engelhardt (2011) and Mau-
rer (2012).

8. Specifically, it estimates annual economic impacts from technologi-
cal transformations by 2025 in the following sectors: Automation of
knowledge work: $5.2–6.7 trillion; Internet of things: $2.7–6.2 trillion;
Advanced robotics: $1.7–4.5 trillion; Autonomous and near-autono-
mous vehicles: $.2–1.9 trillion; and 3D printing: $0.2–0.6 trillion
(Manyika et al., 2013). These sectors also involve technologies other
than AI, so not all of these impacts should be attributed to
advances in machine intelligence. (On the other hand, AI will also
contribute to economic impacts in many other sectors, such as the
health sector.)

9. The early stage of the industrial revolution appears to be associated
with a decline in average height, though the exact causes remain
unclear and may also be related to urbanization (Steckel, 2009).

10. The same could happen if safety work is harder to parallelize (Muehl-
hauser 2014), so that it does not scale as well as capability work does
when the contributor pool is expanded to include a greater propor-
tion of independent and physically dispersed researchers.

11. At the moment, the AI safety field is probably growing more rapidly
than the AI capability field. If this growth is exogenous, it may be
desirable for overall progress to be slower to allow this trend
towards a greater fraction of AI-related resources going into safety
to culminate.

12. Existential risks from nature – such as asteroid impacts – are too small
on the relevant timescale to matter in this context (Bostrom and Cir-
kovic, 2008). See also Beckstead (2015); Bostrom (2013, 2014a).

13. The case with respect to data is harder to assess, as it would
depend on what kind of data is most critical to AI progress at the
relevant stage of development. Currently, many important data sets
are proprietary while many others are in the public domain.

14. For a model that is too simple to be realistic but which illustrates
the point, suppose that key ideas arrive independently at some rate
r with each researcher-year, and that k key ideas are needed to pro-
duce an AI. Then a lone researcher working for y years has a certain
probability p of having each idea (technically p = 1!e^!r"y), and
probability p^k of building an AI. A group of n researchers working
together have a joint rate r"n and a higher probability q of having
each idea (q = 1!e^!r"n"y), and probability q^k of building an AI
within y years. So the ratio of probability of success of the large
group to the individual is (q/p)^k which gets larger as k increases.

15. For instance, one AI or coalition of AIs might make a technological
breakthrough that affords a decisive strategic advantage.

16. This may be analogous to the ongoing debate between flu
researchers (ingroup most immediately involved) and epidemiolo-
gists (a neighboring scientific outgroup) on the wisdom of continu-
ing gain-of-function research to enhance, and subsequently study,
the transmissibility of potential pandemic pathogens such as the
avian flu virus (Duprex et al., 2015).

17. Just as for other open source development projects, there could be
reasons for contributing other than an altruistic desire to supply a
public good, and those reasons could favour contributing to AI effec-
tiveness rather than AI safety. For example, working on AI effective-
ness might be a better way to signal skill, or it might be more fun.

18. Most groups will probably regard themselves as exceptionally altru-
istic and safety-oriented whether or not they really are so. The pre-
sent consideration could therefore easily support rationalizations.

19. In one simple model, however, increased transparency about capa-
bilities – even if it reveals no information that helps AI design –
would, in expectation, exacerbate the race dynamic and reduce the
probability that the control problem will be solved (Armstrong
et al., 2016).
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20. Although this paper is not especially long, it is quite dense, and
many considerations that are here afforded only a few words could
easily be the subject of an entire separate analysis on their own.

21. It is also possible that some of the structure of the present analysis
is relevant for other macrostrategic questions and that it could thus
case some indirect light on a wider set of issues.

22. For instance, an unsophisticated user might have a website which
runs on a Linux server, but the server is maintained by a sophisticated
sysadmin. The user experience of open source software also depends
on how it interacts with proprietary software. For instance, many con-
sumer devices use the open source Android operating system, but it
typically comes bundled with a variety of proprietary software. Many
open source projects now function primarily as ways to structure joint
R&D ventures between large companies to allow them to share devel-
opment costs for consumer oriented projects (Maurer, 2012).

23. From the perspective of a person-affecting objective function (one
that in effect privileges currently existing people) it is more plausi-
ble that a more closely competitive AI race would be desirable. A
more closely competitive race would increase the chance that the
benefits of AI will be widely distributed. At least some theories of
prudential self-interest would seem to imply that it is far more
important for an individual to be granted some (non-trivial) fraction
of the resources of a future civilization (rather than none) than it is
to be granted a large fraction (rather than a small fraction) – on the
assumption individuals face diminishing marginal utility from
resources. (Since the resource endowment of a future civilization is
plausibly astronomically large, it would be sufficient to assume that
diminishing returns set in for very high levels of resources.) See
Bostrom (2014a).

24. A more open development process could also influence architecture
in ways that would be relevant to the control problem, but it is
unclear whether those influences would be positive or negative. As
with some of the other factors discussed, even though there is cur-
rently no clear evidence on whether this factor is positive or nega-
tive, it is worth bearing in mind as potentially relevant in case
further information comes to light.

25. On the other hand, if it is easier to switch from closed to open than
the other way around, then there could be an important opportu-
nity cost to starting out with openness rather than starting out
closed and preserving the opportunity to switch to open later on.

26. Openness about data, that is, the sharing of valuable data sets, is in
many ways similar to openness about science and source code,
although sometimes with the added complication that there is a need
to protect user privacy. In many cases, a data set is primarily relevant
to a particular application and not much use to technology R&D (for
which purpose many alternative data sets may serve equally well).

27. This may be augmented by the creation or identification of a
trusted neutral third party that can monitor progress at different
organizations, facilitate coordination at key points of the develop-
ment process, and perhaps help arbitrate any disagreements that
might arise.

28. Some technical work might also point towards opportunities to
implement compromise solutions; see, e.g., ‘utility diversification’ in
(Bostrom, 2014b).
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